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LESSON 2 Curry Travels around the World

Guess What Happens

recipe 調理法　　spread 広まる

Part 1

import ～を輸入する　　military 軍

Part 2

invent ～を発明する
successful 成功した

Part 3

What’s happening
in each Part?

Listen & Chat

Listen to the conversation between Meg and Ryo and answer the questions.

curry sandwiches

a

　　　

curry rice balls

b

　　　

curry ramen

c

　　　

curry udon

d

1. What did Meg make for lunch? （　）

2. What does Ryo like best? （　）

Make pairs and share your answers with your partner.

1. Which of the dishes above have you eaten?

2. What do you think of it / them?
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I have eaten curry-udon.

I think it is delicious.

a

c

解答例
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Part 1 How was curry brought to the 
UK from India?

the UK　イギリス＝ the United Kingdom　　India [Índi6]　インド　　2 Indian [Índi6n]　インドの
3 British [brÍtˆƒ] イギリスの　　6 Warren Hastings [w$(\)rAn héˆstˆ©z]　ウォーレン・ヘイスティングズ
6 bring back ～　～を持ち帰る　　12 be able to do　～することができる

Grammar for Communication

be動詞＋動詞の過去分詞　「～される［されている］」［受動態］

A： When was this bridge built?

B： It was built last year.

G-1

Many of you know that curry was born in India.  

However, did you know that Indian people do not 

use the word “curry”?  British people began to use 

it.

A recipe for curry was introduced from India to 

the UK.  In 1772, Warren Hastings brought back 

rice with many spices from India.  After that, 

British people started eating curry with rice.

In the early 19th century, the first curry powder 

appeared in the UK.  Until then, 

mixing the many spices for curry was 

hard work.  People were able to make 

curry easily with the curry powder.  

So, curry spread across the UK.

G-1

Warren Hastings

however [haÜév6R] ア

recipe [rés6pi]

introduce [Ìntr6dJú\s]

spice [spáˆs]

century [séntƒAri]

powder [páÜd6R]

appear [6pÍ6R]

mix [mÍks]

spread [spréd] 発

5

10

LESSON 2 Curry Travels around the World

27

Check Up!　　Fill in the blanks.

1. Where was curry born?

― It was born in  .

2. Who brought back rice with many spices from India?

―  did.

3. What appeared in the UK in the early 19th century?

― The  curry  did.

Sum Up!　　Fill in the blanks and read the passage aloud to your partner.

Curry was  in India.  In 1772, Warren Hastings brought back 

 with many spices from India.  Then, British people began to 

eat curry with rice.  In the 19th century, the first curry powder  .  

After that, curry  across the UK.

appeared / spread / rice / born

Speak Out!　　Read the dialog below and express your opinion.

What kind of curry do you like?  Why?

Lee： I like the curry at my school cafeteria because it has a lot of beef in it.

YOU：

at home

　　

at a curry restaurant

　　

at a convenience store
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35

OUTPUT

Risa and Daisuke are talking about their favorite kinds of curry.  Listen and 
circle the ingredients and taste.  Then, choose the picture of their secret.

Risa Daisuke

Ingredients
（材料）

Beef　　Pork　　Chicken　　Seafood
Carrot　 Onion Potato　 Green pepper

Beef　　Pork　　Chicken　　Seafood
Carrot　 Onion　 Potato　 Green pepper

Taste Sweet Mild Spicy Very spicy Sweet Mild Spicy Very spicy

Secret
[picture] [　　] [　　]

a

　　　

b

　　　

c

　　　

d

Write about your favorite curry and make a presentation in groups.  You can 
write about the ingredients, taste, and secret.

Ex.  My favorite curry is seafood curry with onions.  I think seafood and onions are very healthy.  I like
curry which has a mild taste.  I have no secret in my favorite curry, but I would like to try milk in my curry.

My favorite curry is  　　　　 curry with  .

(the reasons for the favorite ingredients)  .

I like curry which has a 　　　　 taste.  (secret)  .

Listen to your classmates’ presentations and take notes.  Then, ask questions 
about them.

Memo

Reasons:

Taste:

Secret:

Questions:

Memo

Reasons:

Taste:

Secret:

Questions:

Pictures

LESOON 2 Curry Travels around the World

1772

The first curry powder appeared.
　　Curry ( 2                ) across the UK.

Early
19th century

The Meiji era

After
the Meiji era

Now

India

UK

Some
countries

Japan

Curry was born.

Time Place Event

Before
18th century

popular   /   imported   /   rice   /   eat

spread   /   invented   /   soldiers

Warren Hastings brought back ( 1                ) 
with many spices from India.

Japanese people ( 6                ) a lot of new 
curry-based foods.

The curry roux and “curry in a pouch” have 
become ( 7                ).

Curry powder was ( 3                ) into Japan.
The ( 4                ) took the recipe for curry back 
to their hometowns.
People began to ( 5                ) curry all over Japan.

Complete the table about the history of curry by choosing the 
best words from the box below. 

History of Curry

Finish Up!

34

Curry Travels around the WorldLESSON 2

28

rice

spread

imported
soldiers

eat

invented

popular
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pork

mild The secret ingredient in my favorite curry is chocolate

I think they go well

potatoes

b c

beef curry with onions

I can get energy from beef.

very spicy

What kind of cheese do you want 
to try in your curry?

解答例
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